Current role of interventional radiology in the management of visceral and bone metastases from thyroid cancer
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Abstract: The metastatic disease from thyroid cancer represents a complex clinical scenario, which mandates a case-based multi-disciplinary approach in tertiary referral centers. Direct localised treatments such as minimally invasive interventional radiology procedures can play a vital role in providing a timely palliative or curative treatment in accordance with the patients’ clinical status. In this narrative review, we present the current status of interventional radiology treatments for the management of thyroid cancer distant metastases.
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Introduction

Even though the life-time risk of developing thyroid carcinoma (TC) is moderately low [<1% in the United States (1)], its incidence has almost tripled within the last few decades. This is thought to be mostly due to the increase in the detection rate offered by high-resolution sonography. Histologically, the vast majority of TCs arise from the epithelial cells and include papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC), follicular thyroid carcinoma (FTC), medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC), anaplastic thyroid carcinoma (ATC) and Hürthle cell cancers as well as the poorly differentiated variants (2). PTC, FTC, and ATC arise from the follicular cells and MTC arises from the para-follicular cells (or C-cells).

PTC and FTC represent the vast majority (90%) of the TCs (3), express sodium iodine symporters on their cellular membrane, share the same therapeutic strategies and have similar prognoses. For these reasons, they are classified as differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC). The clinical features of different TCs are summarized in Table 1.

According to the American Thyroid Association (ATA) guidelines (5), DTC treatment comprises a complete or partial thyroidectomy which is generally followed by the remnant ablation using radioiodine therapy (RIT). The treatment option is based on the patients’ risk-stratification according to the combination of the ATA and TNM risk stratifications (Table 2). These strategies are generally deemed sufficient for disease control. In fact, the metastatic spread is only noted in 10% of the patients affected by DTC. These metastatic lesions are treated by RIT, tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) for RIT-refractory disease (which has a worse prognosis in comparison to the RIT-non refractory disease), external beam radiation therapy (EBRT),
surgical resection of the target metastases when clinically possible and the local interventional treatments.

In this narrative review, we present the current status of interventional radiology treatments for the management of TC distant metastases with a specific focus on DTCs.

**Metastatic disease**

ATC is the most aggressive type of TC and has the highest prevalence of the distant metastases which is seen in about 43% of the patients at presentation (6). On the other hand, the distant metastases have been reported in up to 25% of cases of MTC (7) and 10% of patients with DTC (8). Among DTCs, PTC is more likely to spread through lymphatics, thus often resulting in micro- or macro-metastases to cervical lymph-nodes (9). The common sites of metastatic spread based on the TC histotype are reported in Table 1.

Following the treatment of the primary DTC or MTC tumor, the patients undergo an active surveillance in order to detect the local or systemic spread of the primary TC as early as possible. Typical monitoring programs include a combination of tumor marker measurements [thyroglobulin (Tg) for DTC, calcitonin for MTC] and imaging follow-up (i.e., diagnostic whole-body radioiodine scans, \(^{18}\text{FDG-PET, CT, MRI}\)). Based on the primary TC histotype and the site of disease relapse, different therapeutic strategies are adopted (5,10).

**Rationale for interventional treatments**

According to the ATA guidelines (5), various therapeutic options can be considered for the management of the TC metastatic disease. This includes direct image-guided local treatments. In particular, local treatments are preferentially opted due to the following reasons:

(I) Whilst overall morbidity and mortality increase in patients with distant metastases, the individual prognosis can vary based on the various inherent clinical characteristics of these pathologies (e.g., age at diagnosis of metastases, distribution and number of metastases, histology of the primary tumor and \(^{18}\text{FDG as well as the radioiodine avidity}\));

(II) Improved survival is directly associated with the responsiveness to directed therapy (surgery, EBRT, thermal ablation, etc.) and/or RIT;

(III) Significant palliation and reduced morbidity can be achieved by the direct local treatments;

(IV) Mutation profiling of metastatic tumor to detect genetic abnormalities (e.g., BRAF, TERT, RAS, or PAX8/PPARc) has not yet conclusively proven to be of significant value to predict the prognosis or response to the novel treatments such as TKIs. As such, TKIs are currently primarily applied in the setting of dedicated research trials and often in the tertiary referral centers;
Table 2 Risk stratification for patients' selection for RIT

ATA risk stratification for structural disease recurrence

Low:

Papillary thyroid cancer (with all of the following):

No local or distant metastases;

All macroscopic tumor has been resected;

No tumor invasion of loco-regional tissues or structures;

The tumor does not have aggressive histology (e.g., tall cell, hobnail variant, columnar cell carcinoma);

If RIT is given, there are no radioiodine-avid metastatic foci outside the thyroid bed on the first post-treatment whole-body radioiodine scan;

No vascular invasion; clinical N0 or ≤5 pathologic N1 micro-metastases (0.2 cm in largest dimension);

Intra-thyroidal, encapsulated follicular variant of PTC;

Intra-thyroidal, well differentiated FTC with capsular invasion and no or minimal (<4 foci) vascular invasion;

Intra-thyroidal, papillary microcarcinoma, unifocal or multifocal, including BRAF<sup>V600E</sup> mutated (if known)

Intermediate:

Microscopic invasion of tumor into the peri-thyroidal soft tissues;

Radioiodine-avid metastatic foci in the neck on the first post-treatment whole-body radioiodine scan;

Aggressive histology (e.g., tall cell, hobnail variant, columnar cell carcinoma);

PTC with vascular invasion;

Clinical N1 or >5 pathologic N1 with all involved lymph nodes <3 cm in largest dimension;

Multifocal papillary microcarcinoma with extra-capsular extension and BRAF<sup>V600E</sup> mutated (if known)

High:

Macroscopic invasion of tumor into the peri-thyroidal soft tissues;

Incomplete tumor resection;

Distant metastases;

Postoperative serum Tg suggestive of distant metastases;

Pathologic N1 with any metastatic lymph node ≥3 cm in largest dimension;

FTC with extensive vascular invasion (>4 foci of vascular invasion)

TNM risk stratification:

Very low risk-group*: pT1a, cN0/pN0, cM0

Low-risk group**: pT1b, pT2, cN0/pN0, cM0

High-risk***: pT3, pT4, each N1, all M1

*, radioiodine is indicated in cases of multifocality, infiltration of the thyroid gland, PTC variant; low degree of differentiation; tumor diameter 6–10 mm; **, RIT is indicated; ATA, American Thyroid Association; PTC, papillary thyroid carcinoma; RIT, radioiodine therapy, FTC, follicular thyroid carcinoma.

(V) There is little or no benefit when RIT is applied in RIT-refractory DTCs.

The ATA guidelines (5) recommend local treatments including those performed by interventional radiologists mainly in two clinical scenarios:

- Prior to the systemic treatments when a distant...
metastasis is symptomatic or at high risk of local complication;

- In case of a solitary metastatic lesion exhibiting an evolution despite the systemic therapy.

Nevertheless, due to the rarity, complexity and the diversity of the clinical scenarios, the therapeutic decision-making for the metastatic TC disease is generally tailored on an individual per-case basis by the multi-disciplinary tumor boards within the tertiary referral centres. The general rule followed while proposing local treatments is whether they are intended to provide palliation or radical local tumor control (i.e., curative treatments) in the cases of oligo-metastatic disease (11). As such, several different factors (11) are taken into consideration in order to select the best local treatment. These include:

(I) The number and location of the target metastatic lesion(s); in particular, whether a solitary bone involvement is present as it has a better overall prognosis when compared to a visceral involvement (12);

(II) Whether the metastases are symptomatic;

(III) Whether metastases are RIT-sensitive and if so, whether RIT has been applied to the maximum permissible dose (i.e., 600 mCi);

(IV) Whether the metastases demonstrate $^{18}$FDG uptake thus, indicating a more aggressive tumour histotype;

(V) The patients’ life expectancy;

(VI) The progression rate of the disease (i.e., slow evolving disease are more likely to receive the curative rather than the palliative treatments);

(VII) The local availability of physicians performing local treatments.

### Intervventional techniques and available results

The percutaneous interventional techniques for the treatment of the TC distant metastases are categorized into the vascular, ablative and consolidative treatments.

The vascular techniques are essentially in the form of trans-arterial embolization (TAE) and exploit the hyper-vascular characteristic of the TC visceral or bone metastases.

The ablative techniques are applied to achieve partial or complete necrosis of the neoplastic tissue by causing a dramatic increase $\geq 55\,^\circ C$ in radiofrequency (RFA) or microwave ablation (MWA) or decrease [around $-40\,^\circ C$ through cryo-ablation (CA)] of the intra-tumoral temperature (13) in the visceral or bone metastases.

Finally, the consolidative techniques are specifically applied for the treatment of the lytic bone metastases in order to prevent or fix a pathologic fracture. Their aim is to obtain the reinforcement of bone defect through percutaneous injection of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cement (i.e., cementoplasty or osteoplasty). Depending on the biomechanics of the involved bone, surgical or non-surgical bone reinforcement techniques (e.g., endomedullary nailing, percutaneous screw fixation, etc.) may be combined with the cementoplasty to increase the bone reinforcement (14-18).

All the aforementioned treatments can be combined and tailored according to the specific needs of the patient.

### Visceral metastases

#### Ablation

Lung and liver are the most common sites of the visceral metastases in patients with TC. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, specific series addressing interventional treatments in such scenarios are substantially lacking (19,20). Nevertheless, a large French series reported by de Baère et al. about the RFA of lung metastases from different primary tumors such as colorectal (52%), renal (12%), soft tissue (9%) or TC (3%), revealed that RFA results are comparable to those reported by the surgical series reporting the outcome of the lung metastasectomy (20). The series included 566 patients (mean age, 62.7±13.2 years old). A total of 1,037 lung metastases (median diameter, 15 mm; range, 4–70 mm) were treated. The median follow-up was 35.5 months and the median overall survival (OS) was 62 months. Four-year local efficacy was reported to be 89%. Four-year lung disease control rate was 44.1%, with the patients being re-treated safely for up to four times. Among the 1,037 treated metastases, there were 86 local progressions with the rates of local tumor progression per tumor of 5.9%, 8.5%, 10.2%, and 11.0% at 1, 2, 3 and 4 years, respectively. Size of tumor predicted local tumor progression. The rectal primary tumors, metastatic lesions $>2\,$cm, high number of metastases and the extra-pulmonary involvement were associated with the lower progression-free survival. The sub-population of patients presenting with colorectal cancer metastases, size $>2\,$cm, number of metastases $\geq 3$, rectal origin of the primary tumor and the extra-pulmonary disease was significantly or borderline significantly associated with the lower progression-free survival.
Primary origin, disease-free interval, size and number of metastases were associated with OS in multivariate analysis. Progression at RFA site was associated with poor OS. In the 293 colorectal cancer metastases, size ≥2 cm and a number of metastases ≥3 remained significantly associated with the reduced OS.

Authors concluded that RFA should be considered as an option for treatment of small size lung metastases, namely the ones below 2–3 cm. Therefore, in the setting of lung metastases from TC, it is reasonable to consider RFA with a curative intent in the patients with slow-evolving, macro-nodular disease, sized <3 cm (Figure 1). On

Figure 1 RFA of lung metastases from DTC. (A,B) Axial CT images showing two biopsy-proven lung metastases (arrows) from DTC in a 65-year-old male patient; (C,D) percutaneous CT-guided RFA was performed with expandable electrodes. This choice was mainly done in order to entrap the para-mediastinal nodule and to pull it back away from the mediastinum to avoid temperature-mediated heating of the phrenic nerve during ablation; (E,F) axial contrast-enhanced CT images obtained at 3 months follow-up showing the complete necrosis of both tumors (arrows). RFA, radiofrequency; DTC, differentiated thyroid carcinoma.
the other hand, miliary disease should be considered as a contraindication to ablation.

A large American series about RFA of 233 colorectal cancer liver metastases in 162 patients reported a median local tumor progression-free survival of 26 months (21). At univariate analysis, predictors of a shorter local tumor progression-free survival were: the tumor size >3 cm, ablation margin size ≤5 mm, high modified clinical risk score [made-up of nodal status of the primary tumor, disease-free interval from primary tumor resection to liver metastasis detection, number of liver tumors, size of the largest tumor (cut-off 3 cm) and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) level (cut-off 30 ng/mL)], male sex and no history of prior hepatectomy or hepatic arterial infusion chemotherapy. The multivariate analysis demonstrated that only tumor size >3 cm and margin size ≤5 mm were independently associated with a shorter local tumor progression-free survival. The median OS and 5-year OS were 36 months and 31% respectively. The univariate analysis demonstrated that the predictors of a shorter OS were: tumor size >3 cm, CEA level >30 ng/mL, high modified clinical risk score and extra-hepatic disease. At multivariate analysis, tumor size >3 cm and more than one site of extra-hepatic disease were independent predictors of a shorter OS.

Similar to the hepatic metastases of the colorectal cancer, liver metastases from TC can be reasonably treated with curative RFA providing that the tumor size <3 cm coupled to large margins of ablation (11).

**Embolization**

Different interventional teams have published small series regarding the embolization of liver metastases from MTC (22-24). One of the largest published series (23) applied lipiodol-doxorubicin TAE for the treatment of MTC patients with predominant and progressive liver metastases. In this series, 12 patients underwent 18 interventional procedures. Partial radiological tumor response was achieved in five patients (42%) with a median duration of 17 months, stabilization in 5 (42%) with a median duration of 24 months and finally the tumor progression was seen in the remaining 2 (16%). The 5 partial tumor responses were observed in the nine patients with <30% liver involvement. Clinical response (i.e., >25% decrease of symptoms intensity) was observed in two of the five patients with diarrhea. One major tumor necrosis was noted after TAE. Authors concluded that lipiodol-doxorubicin TAE should be considered for treating MTC patients with a progressive and predominant liver disease and preferably at an early stage during the course of metastatic disease.

**Bone metastases**

Bone metastases from TC can be managed with all the available techniques (i.e., vascular, ablative and consolidative) (16). These techniques can be applied alone or in combination in accordance with the final therapeutic goal (i.e., curative vs. palliative) (25).

**Embolization**

Percutaneous TAE has been largely applied for the treatment of the bone metastases from TC either alone (26) or in combination with the other treatments (27) (Figure 2) including RIT (28). Better results in terms of symptoms control and serum Tg decrease were noted when TAE was combined with the other treatment modalities such as EBRT, surgery and RIT (27); as such, the reported serum Tg levels demonstrate a more substantial reduction of tumor burden in such scenarios (27,28).

**Ablation and consolidation**

Following bone ablation, consolidation with surgical or percutaneous techniques is mandatory in bones subjected to mechanical stresses, in order to prevent secondary bone insufficiency fractures (Figure 3).

Cazzato et al. (16) have published their experience with interventional management of bone metastases from TC in 25 patients (median age, 61.1 years). In this series, a total of 54 metastases (mean maximum diameter, 57.4±36.4 mm) were treated with cementoplasty (77.55%), CA (14.29%) and RFA (8.16%). Mean RIT dose administered before the intervention was 276.6±270.4 mCi. Four lesions (7.4%) were asymptomatic; the remaining 50 (92.6%) were symptomatic (31.5% still following EBRT and 42.6% during RIT). Forty-two lesions received additional EBRT.

Lesions were located in the spine (29.62%), pelvis (46.32%), limbs (5.55%) or in other districts (16.66%). Most of the target metastases (62.96%) were in weight-bearing bones.

The delay between the diagnosis of TC and the first interventional session was 5.4±6.2 years (median, 2.7). Most interventions were carried out under the general anaesthesia.
Mean hospitalization time required for the intervention was 2.0±1.9 days (median, 2.0). Median follow-up following the intervention was 4.6 years and complete treatment was noted in 55.6% treated metastases. No fractures, neither injuries to the nervous system were noted. One major and one minor complication were reported. OS after interventions was 71.6%, 66.8% and 60.1% at 1, 2 and 3 years, respectively. Patients presenting with only metastatic bone involvement at diagnosis showed a better OS compared to those affected by multi-organ involvement.

Moreover, patients presenting with sole metastatic bone involvement at the time of the first intervention had a better OS if they presented with a solitary metastasis compared to those showing multiple metastases.

Song et al. (29) retrospectively evaluated the effectiveness of osteoplasty combined with RIT for the treatment of the bone metastases from DTC in eight patients. All patients received total thyroidectomy and oral RIT (100 mCi). Thereafter, osteoplasty was performed at 2–3 months followed by 2–5 sessions of RIT every 4–6 months after
the first RIT. Following osteoplasty, the mean serum Tg decreased by 86.0%; and it further declined by 67.4% after repeated RIT. All the patients experienced pain and neurologic symptoms amelioration. There was no report of any severe complications.

Conclusions

The metastatic disease from the TC represents a complex clinical scenario, which mandates a case-based multidisciplinary approach in tertiary referral centers. In this setting, direct localized treatments such as minimally invasive interventional radiology procedures can play a vital role in providing a timely palliative or curative treatment in accordance with the patients’ clinical status. However, due to the infrequency and pleomorphic characteristic of the TC metastatic disease, the dedicated series reporting the outcome of the interventional treatments of the metastatic TC are few, retrospective and often without a prolonged follow-up. Therefore, dedicated prospective series are desirable to understand the exact role of the minimally invasive interventional therapies. As such, a particular attention should be paid to the ablative therapies with curative intent for the metastatic lesions in the oligo-metastatic TC patients.
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